• Motivation + overview 
• Reduced Planck mass m P : m 2 P = 1/8πG, Planck mass M P : M 2 P = 1/G 00-component:
Define critical density ρ c = 3m Total matter m 0.27 ± 0.04 a 
Estimate decoupling temperature: n σv
• WIMPs: XX ↔ qq
WIMP relic density calculation
Mass m, number density n, annihilations XX → . . . with total cross-section σ.
Boltzmann equation (non-rel. particles):
where: g 
⇒Confinement, non-perturbative physics High temperature/density: phase transition (schematically)
asymptotic freedom: The QCD pressure ....is minus the grand canonical free energy density • simulation of 3d effective theory (ln(1/g)+0.7) 4d lattice Lattice QCD pressure: not quite right yet
• Lattice data for N f = 0 not at continuum limit or physical quark masses.
• Dimensional Reduction method matched only for pure glue N f = 0
• Define QCD correction factor f from pure glue and scale to correct T c :
Definition:
Observe approximate scaling: • 
Conclusions
• The Universe is filled with Dark Matter: leading candidate is a (SUSY) WIMP
• QCD plasma effects increase WIMP density by few %
• Not insignificant: Planck may be able to reach ∆(Ω c h 2 ) = 0.0011
• Precision QCD is necessary for precision cosmology
• Needed: lattice & dim. red. calculations for N f = 0.
• Eqn. of State information from Heavy Ion Collisions?
